
Interesting metaphor! So does this mean that the Holocene epoch or Quartenary period can be seen as “tools?” If so, what are they used for? And, if we eventually accept the Anthropocene as a useful tool, what will its use be?



Great quote from one of our guest speakers later in semester

The note at the top was a spontaneous thought: When we perceive ourselves as separate from nature, the natural world represents a shaping force in human events and history that can come to be understood and then controlled through application of our understanding. Once we accept ourselves as a force no different than the forces of nature, does it mean that we need to strive to understand ourselves so that we can apply that knowledge to controlling ourselves?



Just some excerpts from the Lewis and Maslin reading that I thought were important or useful.

I scrawled this note because I was thinking that humans could not have begun the transformation of the Earthy system that marks the Anthropocene until we created a world social system (i.e., interlinked economic, political, cultural systems at the scale of the entire globe and thereby with the power to transform the Earth system within which this newly formed world social system is embedded.



We did not discuss the concept of a “hyperobject.” My notes here shows how I wanted to link the concept to the work of artists around the Anthropocene. I contrasted anthropocene as an objective of representation in art object to the relatively easy task of Andy Warhol in representing consumer objects as art.



We (as a class) discussed what “we” means in context of Anthropocene discussions. This is a great quote reminding us of the need to be careful in what/who we mean by our pronouns.

I read this quote to explain why the course has such an emphasis on the work artists are doing around the concept of the Anthropocene. It followed an impromptu “mini-lecture” on human emotion (see links under this week’s class notes)



My personal answers to the “What’s your place?” “Who are your people?” and “Why are you here?” questions


